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　　Abstract　　Moist vorticity vector is introduced to study the development and evolution of mesoscale convect ive vortex (MCV)in

the Meiyu front precipitation w ith the Advanced Regional Predicat ion System(ARPS).In this study , the heavy rainfall is simulated to in-

vest igate the genesis , development and dissipat ion of middle scale convective vortex , w hich occurred f rom 0000 UTC 3 July to 1200 U TC

5 July over the Jianghuai River valley.Moist vorticity vector(MVV)has zonal , radial and vertical components in it s 3D spat ial dist ribu-
t ion.The simulation show s that the vert ical component of moist vorticity vector w ell demonst rates the spatial dist ribution characteristics of

middle scale convective vortex , especially in the process of Meiyu front p recipi tation.Diagnosi s upon zonal , radial averaged and mass-inte-
grated quantit ies of MVV show s that it s vertical component and the su rface precipitating ratio are in phase w ith a correlation coef ficient of

0.68 , indicat ing that the vert ical component of MVV is closely associated w ith the Meiyu f ront precipitat ion.In addition , the tendency of

the vertical component of MVV ism ainly determined by the interact ion betw een the vorticity and the zonal and radial gradient of condensa-
t ional or depositional heating.

　　Keywords:　moist vortici ty vector , mesoscale convective vortex, Meiyu front precipitation.

　　Due to it s conservat ion fo r frictionless moist adi-
abatic processes , dry and moist po tential vo rt icity

(ζ· θ/ρ, where ζis the absolute vo rt icity , θthe

potential temperature in dry ai r and equivalent tem-
perature in moist ai r , ρthe air density , and the 3D

g radient operator)has been widely used to study the

genesis and development of weather sy stem for several

decades
[ 1—3]

.However , the po tential vorticity is in-
appropriate to analy ze the micro or mesosacle w eather

processes , where the convection associated w ith the

precipitation process dominates atmospheric circula-

tion.Gao
[ 4]

indicated that dry and moist po tential

vo rt icity canno t be used to analyze the tropical con-
vective activity since it could be zero for an equatorial

circulat ion.He introduced the convective vo rt icity

vector (ζ× θe/ρ)to analyze 2D tropical convec-
tion.As w e have known , the so-called Meiyu f ront

over the Yang tze River valley is actually an equiv a-
lent-barot ropic zone in w hich the horizontal thermal

g radient is negligibly weak but the humidity g radient

is very st rong particularly in the low er t ropo-

sphere
[ 5—7]

.In addi tion , the M eiyu front rainfall is

mainly w ater cloud precipitating processes and the se-
vere mesoscale convective vortexes are often responsi-

ble fo r a large amount of rainfall
[ 8 ,9]

.Recent re-

searches
[ 10 ,11]

show that the isent ropic surface of e-
quivalent potential temperature over the M eiyu front

is very steeper and near vertical , and so the vertical

component of moist potential vortici ty nearly equals

zero .It can be concluded that the moisture g radient is

much more important than the temperature gradient

in equivalent po tential temperature g radient in the

Meiyu front precipitation since not obvious tempera-
ture g radient but large moisture g radient exists.For

this reason , Gao
[ 12—15]

first introduced a 2D moist

vorticity vecto r by replacing the equivalent potent ial

temperature by specific humidi ty for studying 2D

tropical convection.In this study , the moist vorticity

vector and its tendency equation are extended to 3D

space and are int roduced to describe the occurrence

and evolution of mesoscale convective vortex(MCV).

The phy sical meaning for int roducing the 3D

moist vorticity vecto r is to expand its application to

weather prediction. Compared w ith the quasi-
baro tropy of atmospheric dynamic equation in t ropical

zone , the atmospheric motion in mid-latitude o r high-
latitude zone has obvious baroclinicity.The 3D moist

vorticity vector can well describe the convection char-



acteristics in mid-latitude o r high-lat itude zone and be

used in predict ion of the actual weather process.

From the analyses of the simulated results , it is
necessary to expand the moist vortici ty vector f rom

2D to 3D expression.Although the meridional com-
ponent of moist vorticity vecto r is less correlative with

the sum of the cloud hydrometeo r mixing ratios , it
has a great influence on the tendency variation of the

vertical component of moist vorticity vector , which is

more correlative with the mixing rate of w ater hy-
drometeo rs.Hence , the meridional component of

moist vorticity vector is an impo rtant predictive facto r

of it s vertical component and the surface precipita-
tion.

In this paper , the model and explanation of the

simulated experiments are briefly described , the 3D

moist vo rticity vector and its tendency equation are

g iven , and the evolution of middle scale convective

vo rtex w ith moist vo rticity vector is analyzed.

1　Model and simulated experiments

In this study , we will adopt the Advanced Re-

gional Prediction System
[ 16 ,17]

(ARPS)for numerical

simulation.ARPS is a 3D nonhydrostatic , compress-
ible and storm-scale model.The model has been de-
veloped by the Severe Storm Center of Oklahoma U-
niversi ty and w idely used in the simulation and pre-
diction of synoptic and mesoscale weather events

now.In our simulation , the open lateral boundary

condition is used and the explicit cloud scheme includ-
ing the ice phase microphysical process and the

Kessler warm rain schemes is adopted.Addi tionally ,
the 1.5 order TKE closure scheme is also introduced

to this model.

The model is initialized by NCEP reanaly sis data

and w eather station sounding data.In addition , radar
data and intensive surface data are assimilated in the

simulation.The calculat ions are based on a con-
st rained variation method applied to column-integrat-
ed budgets of moisture.The model is integrated f rom

0000 UTC 3 July to 1200 UTC 5 July (60 hours in

total).The horizontal domain covers a large area

(102°E —129°E , 22°N —42°N)in the Jianghuai Riv-
er valley.The nested scheme is chosen in the simula-
tion w ith a coarse grid leng th of 30 km and a finite

g rid leng th of 3 km.The vertical grid resolution

ranges f rom the surface to about 20 km and the model

has 43 vertical levels.The time step is taken to be 12 s.

Since many studies
[ 18—20]

have shown that the

mesoscale convective vortex clearly plays an important

role in the M eiyu front precipitation , it is crucial to

investigate the genesis , development and dissipat ion

of mesoscale convective vortex in the Meiyu f ront pre-
cipitation.Hence , moist vo rt icity vecto r is int roduced

to reflect and describe the occurrence and evolution of

mesoscale convective vortex.It s tendency equat ion

can be diagnosed to probe into the preliminary mecha-
nism.

2　Moist vorticity vector and its tendency e-
quation

In this study , MVV is ex tended to a 3D distri-
bution and is defined as

ζ×
q V

ρ
= η
ρ
 qV
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where ζis the vorticity vector , =
 w
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-
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 z
, η=
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 x
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 y
-f denote the zonal ,

radial , and vertical components of vorticity vector ,
respect ively;u , v , and w are the zonal , radial ,
and vertical velocities , respectively ;ρ is the air

density , qV is the speci f ic hum idity , and f is the

geostrophic vort icity .

Zonal ly averaged (Mx), radially averaged

(My), mass-integrated (M z), and the sum of the

cloud hydrometeor m ixing ratios (qc , qr , qi , qs ,
qg , the m ix ing ratios of cloud water , raindrops ,

cloud ice , snow , and graupel)were calculated to

exam ine their relationship.Addi tionally , the corre-
lation between M x , My , M z , and (qc +qr +qi +qs
+qg)are analyzed.The result shows that the time
evolution of M z is in phase wi th that of (qc+qr +q i
+qs +qg)as indicated by their correlat ion coef f i-
cient of 0.68.However , the correlation coef f icient
between Mx , My and (qc+qr +q i+qs +qg)is 0.28
and 0.24 , respectively .It can be clearly seen that

the vertical component is closely associated with the

Meuyu front precipitation.

To i llum inate the mechanism for the variat ion

of the vert ical component of the MVV , i ts tendency
equation is derived and can be expressed as the fol-
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lowing formula:
 MZ
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where

B=g[ (θ′/θb)+0.61qV-qc-qr -q i-qs-qg]

is the buoyancy force ,
Sqv =PCOND -P REVP +PDEP

+(1-δ1)P SDEP(T < T 0)

+(1-δ1)P GDEP(T < T 0)

-PMLTS(T > T 0)-PMLTG(T > T 0)

Here , T is the air temperature and T0 =-3.5℃,
PCOND is the growth rate of cloud water by the con-

densation of supersaturated vapor ;PDEP , P SDEP ,
PGDEP are the growth rates of cloud ice , snow and

graupel by the deposition of supersaturated vapor ,
respectively ;PREVP is the growth rateof vapor by the

evaporation of rain ;PMLTS and PMLTG are the

growth rates of vapor by the evaporation of melting

snow and liquid water from the surface of graupel ,
respectively.　　

It can be seen from the above equat ion that the

tendency is determined by six terms on the right-hand
side.Term MZ1 includes the f irst three terms and is

af fected by the dynam ic and thermodynamic process-
es including the zonal , radial and vertical of M Z

and the interaction between vortici ty and the gradi-
ents of wind and speci f ic humidi ty .Term MZ 2 is

the fourth term and is associated with buoyancy

force.Term MZ3 includes the f if th and sixth term

and is associated with cloud microphysical processes

including condensat ion and deposi tion.

In order to quanti tat ively analyze the items of

equation , three typical areas can be chosen (A
(119°E —121°E , 30°E —31°N), B (119°E —122°E ,
30°E —32°N), and C (116°E —121°E , 29°E —
32°N)), where the formation , development and

merging of the vert ical component of moist vort icity

vector occur.The zonal , radial mean and mass in-
tegration (f rom 500 hpa to 700 hpa)of Eq.(2)is
carried out in the above three areas.Due to the high

re- solution in the above three lim ited areas , the
mean values of the above three areas can roughly de-
scribe the tendency variation of MZ during the for-
mation , development , and merging periods.In ad-
dit ion , the value of MZ is even in the l imi ted area

and MZ can describe the basic characteristic of mid-
scale or m icroscale vortex and convect ive vortex and

ensure their ef fects to be not smoothed or omitted .

Table 1.　The values of tendency variation equation of MZ in

different areas

I tems A area B area C area

MZ1 1.7×10
-9

s
-2

2.4×10
-9

s
-2

3.5×10
-9

s
-2

MZ2 6.9×10
-11

s
-2

9.7×10
-11

s
-2

1.7×10
-10

s
-2

MZ3 4.3×10
-9

s
-2

5.8×10
-9

s
-2

7.6×10
-9

s
-2

　　From Table 1 , the i tems of tendency variation e-
quation of MZ can be qualitatively analyzed and diag-
nosed.The result show s that the first term in the

tendency equation is much smaller than other terms

and can be neglected.Compared to MZ1 and MZ3 ,

MZ 2 has small magnitudes about 6 ×10
-10

s
-2

and

can be neglected.The comparison also shows that a

positive MZ1 can init iate a positive tendency of MZ

w ith the magnitude of about 2×10
-9

s
-2

whereas

MZ 3 has a 3.5×10
-9

s
-2

magnitude.Thus , MZ 3 has

major contributions to the tendency of MZ , and MZ 1

has the signif icant modification.Since S qv is mainly

determined by the vapor condensation (PCOBD)and

deposi tion(PDEP +P SDEP +PGDEP), the variation of

the vertical component of the MVV is mainly related

to the mixing ratios of bo th w ater and ice clouds

through the interaction between the dynamic , ther-
modynamic and the microphysics.

3　The evolution of mesoscale convective vor-
tex in the Meiyu front precipitation

In this study , the heavy rainfall on the Meiyu

f ront over the Jianghuai River valley occurring f rom 3

July to 5 July 2003 was simulated.Fig.1 show s the

ho rizontal dist ribution of the mass-integrated vertical

component of MVV.The vertical cross section of the

vertical component of MVV in the tw o cases(1500—
2000 3 July and 1600 4 —0200 5 July)can be dis-
played(figure is omit ted).Both of them show tw o

evolut ion processes of MCV during the 60 h simula-
tion.

The formation of the fi rst MVV traced back to

the development of eddy.At 1500 3 July , an eddy
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Fig.1.　Horizontal distributions of mass-integrated vertical com ponent of moist vortici ty vector(MVV)at(a)1500 03 July(UTC), (b)
1730 03 July (UTC), (c)2000 03 July (UTC), (d)1800 04 July (UTC), (e)2200 04 July (UTC), and(f)0200 05 July (UTC).

The shade area indicates MZ≥2×10-9 s-2 and the contou r interval is 2×10-9 s-2 starting at 2×10-9 s-2.

occurred in the horizontal area (112°E—116°E ,
30°E—31°N)while the other eddy occurred in the

horizontal area (118°E—120°E , 31°E —32°N).At

1800 3 July , these two eddies merged into a large ed-
dy although their centers did not overlap each other.
Eventually at 2000 3 July , the large eddy developed

into the first MCV because its eccentricity and spiral

deg ree can reach the threshold value.The second

MCV was also derived f rom the development of eddy.
Two isolated eddy developed at 1600 4 July and locat-
ed in the ho rizontal area (113°E —115°E , 31°E —

32°N)and (119°E —121°E , 31°E —32°N), respec-
tively.At 2200 4 July , both of these adjoined eddies

developed quickly and approached each other due to

dow nst ream and upstream ef fects.Eventually at 0200

5 July , these two adjoined eddies connected w ith each

other and formed the new MCV although w eak spiral

degree existed in its center.

The above simulations show that the occurrence

of the MCV is mainly caused by the merg ing or the

downst ream and upstream ef fects of adjoined eddies.
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It is well know n that the meso-γscale eddies usually

occur in the Meiyu f ront
[ 21 ,22]

.

Since MCV is mainly a precipitat ion system , es-
pecially in the Meiyu Front , and i t can cause heavy

rainfall directly , we focus on the simulation of the oc-
currence and evolution of MCV so as to examine the

correction betw een MCV and convection cloud system.

The observat ions
[ 23 ,24]

show that convection

clouds usually occur and embed in the stratiform cloud

in the M eiyu f ront precipitation.The deep stratus

provides abundant moisture and stable ascending mo-

tion for the development of convection cloud.On the

other hand , the development of cumulus directly in-
tensifies the convection and precipitation in the st ra-
tus and prolong s its lifetime

[ 25 , 26]
.

The radar reflectivi ty can ref lect the convect ion

intensi ty and be used to demonstrate the cloud charac-
teristics in Meiyu f ront.In this study , the radar re-
flectivity above 20 db is taken as cumulus w hereas the

values below 20 db stand for the weak echo and are

taken as stratus.Fig.2 shows compositive radar re-
flectivity of cloud in the tw o cases(1500—2000 3 Ju-
ly and 1600 4—0200 5 July).

Fig.2.　Com positive radar ref lect ivity of cloud at(a)1500 03 July(UTC), (b)1730 03 July(UTC), (c)2000 03 July(UTC), (d)
1800 04 July (UTC), (e)2200 04 July (UTC), and(f)0200 05 July (UTC).The shade area denotes compositi ve reflectivity rate of

greater than 20 Db and the contour interval is 20 Db.
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　　The simulation shows that the f irst MCV oc-
curred at 1900 3 July and is caused by the merging of

tw o adjoined convective clouds.Early at 1500 3 July ,
three isolated cumuli(radar ref lectivity above 30 db)
emerged and were embedded in the widely ranging

stratiform cloud(radar reflectivity below 20 db).At

1800 3 July , tw o adjoined cumuli merged and began

to form the first convection system.Then at 2000 3

July , the first MC developed maturely.Thus , it can
be seen that the evolution of convect ion sy stem in-
cludes three phases:the ini tial stage w hen the isolated

cumulus emerges , the formation stage , and the devel-
oped stage.It can also be proved in the fo rmation of

the second convection sy stem .In the initial stage ,
tw o adjoined cumuli occurred at 1600 4 July in the

horizontal area (112°E—116°E , 28°E—30°N)and

(118°E —122°E , 28°E—30°N), respectively.In the

formation stage , tw o adjoined cumuli developed due

to downstream and upstream and formed the second

convection sy stem.Eventually at 0200 5 July , the
convection sy stem developed maturely.

The simulation reveals the fact that MCV causes

the heavy rainfall in the M eiyu front di rectly and is a

key factor for the M eiyu f ront precipitation.Certain-
ly , a large divergence st ill ex ists between the forma-
tion of MCV and the precipitation in the time or in

the space.So far , i t can prove that the moist vo rt icity

vector can ref lect the evolution and development of

mesoscale convective vortex and be taken as the indi-
cato r of the M eiyu front precipitation.

5　Conclusion and discussion

Although precipi tation processes may be related

to very complicated moisture and cloud microphysical

processes , which are in turn associated w ith dynamic

and thermodynamic processes , moist convective vec-
tor(MVV)can describe the convective activity asso-
ciated wi th the vortex and has a very close relation

w ith the sum of the cloud hydrometeor mixing ratios ,
especially in the M eiyu f ront w here the moisture g ra-
dient is obviously g reater than the temperature gradi-
ent.It can also be seen from the analysis of the MVV

tendency equat ion that the variation of the vertical

component of the MVV is mainly related to the mix-
ing ratios of bo th w ater and ice clouds through the in-
teraction between the dynamic , thermodynamic and

microphysical processes.

The diagnosis show s that moist convective vecto r

can be int roduced to study the convect ive activi ty as-

sociated w ith the vo rtex in the Meiyu front precipita-
tion.We simulated the occurrence of mesoscale con-
vective vortex , precipitated the cumulus in the synop-
tic processes , analyzed and compared the results.

Observation data have show n that the heavy

rainfalls , especially the rainsto rms usually occurred in

the Meiyu front and the mesoscale convective vortexes

are the major producers.This study aims to deter-
mine the connection betw een the mesoscale convective

vortex and Meiyu f ront precipitation.The simulated

case is chosen as a typical Meiyu front precipitating

process.This heavy rainfall not only lasts for a long

t ime and covers a large domain , but also has tw o sig-
nificant precipitating peaks.In this numerical study ,
two formation processes of mesoscale convect ive vor-
tex were identified and the precipitating peak ap-
peared when the mesoscale convective vortex devel-
oped maturely .The comparisons also reveal that the

evolut ion of mesoscale convective vortex follows the

evolut ion of convective cloud embedded in the st ratus.
　　

The studies also reveal that the dynamic , ther-
modynamic and microphy sical processes are critical

factors in the Meiyu f ront precipitation.Due to it s

variation including the interaction betw een the dy-
namic, thermodynamic and the microphysical pro-
cesses , MVV can serve as a bridge , which connects

the dynamic , thermodynamic and microphysical pro-
cesses , and can be used in understanding the occur-
rence and evolution of the mesoscale convection sy s-
tem.
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